INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen the business of recorded music in constant decline. By the end of 2009, US
and European recorded music revenues were just 42% of what they had been at the start of the decade -down from €25.6 billion to €10.8 billion. 1 The primary forces behind this shift have been technological. With the steady advance of digital files as a listening format and the Internet as a medium for distribution, the dominance of the CD as the primary product of the industry and the business assumptions built around its limitations as a listening format have been challenged. Digital distributors offering track-by-track purchasing and consumers' ability to encode and reproduce high quality digital copies of music have undercut the distribution and sales hierarchies from the turn of the millennium. But disruption of the distribution chain by new technology is hardly unique to the digital era.
There were several historical phases in the twentieth century during which new communications technologies undermined existent distribution structures in the music business: the emergence of the phonograph in the early 1900s; the shift to radio as the primary listening format in the 1930s; the rise of independent record labels during the rock 'n roll era; a long period of business consolidation culminating at the peak of CD sales; and the current disruption brought on small digital file formats that are readily distributed via the Internet.
In these cases we see an emergent pattern. First, new technologies combine with social and legal factors to produce markets with diverse product offerings and multiple outlets for distribution.
When these technologies are nascent, they are largely ignored by incumbent interests as they are outside of the purview of their already profitable business models. As the technology matures, the disruption to existent business deepens and upstarts and incumbents begin to combine to form large conglomerates built around their ability to control distribution of the new mediums.
Consolidation continues, building a new set of incumbents which then repeat the cycle, suppressing new mediums via intellectual property law until the right combination of social and technological factors lead to a new disruption.
This paper seeks to look at the previously identified technological paradigm shifts in an attempt to find the common threads amongst them. I also consider the most recent period of consolidation in
detail. An understanding of these historical examples will provide a context within which we can examine the current disruptions and look to the future.
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THE EMERGENCE OF A RECORDED MUSIC INDUSTRY (1900-1920)
Although invented in the 1870s and first brought to market prior to 1890, recording technologies had little impact on the mass distribution of music until around 1901. In the late 1800s, the music business was built around the sale of printed sheet music which was generally played at home and shared socially on the piano. The extent and reach of the publishing business should be noted; at its peak, sheet music sales reached 3.5 million copies for a popular vaudeville song. 2 For perspective, that's roughly on par with the album sales of today's best-selling artists. Since a popular song could sell millions of copies, its publishers had little incentive to invest in unproven recording technology. 3 During this initial period, phonographs (wax cylinders) and gramophones (disc based records) were marketed and sold by the Edison Co. and Columbia Records (founded in part by Edison rival
Alexander Graham Bell) primarily as office appliances for dictation. Both mediums were fragile and offered poor fidelity.
In 1889 the new technology was used to build coin operated machines for amusement, which in turn brought recorded music into public spaces. 4 This was first popular use of musical recording technology. Rights to use recorded material, however, had to be negotiated with the publishers on a case-by-case basis who did everything in their power to maintain control. 5 The wide dispersion of a single recording the home market was still all but impossible, due to a technical limitation of the medium:
To make ten copies of a recording, the performer wither had to perform the song ten times, or ten recorders had to be recording simultaneously (or some combination of the two). After recording the performance, the recorded cylinders were replaced with new cylinders and the song was performed again. If a mistake were made during the performance, all ten of the recording devices were stopped, the cylinders discarded and replaced, and the process began anew. 6 By 1901, however, a metal stamper process was adopted which enabled the first true mass production of recorded music. With production hurdles overcome, the stage was set for the widespread consumption of the medium. Mass production meant that for the first time a large number of people could listen to the exact same performance of a song. The first million selling record, a performance from Leoncavallo's opera "Pagliacci" by Italian tenor Enrico Caruso, was recorded shortly thereafter, in 1902. 7 While it took until 1907 to reach that level of sales, the market clearly justified the value of recorded music as a shared cultural experience.
During the early years, there were two competing standards for sound recordings; the familiar disc- 9 The role of the 1909 compulsory license compromise cannot be understated. The revised Copyright Act was a reaction to the "giant music monopoly" of the Music Publishers Association which had cut a deal with giving a single producer the right to produce piano rolls of all its members publishers' works, some eighty-seven in all. Congressional hearings led to a compulsory license mandate which allowed anyone to produce a mechanical copy of the music by paying the publishers a flat-rate fee of 2 cents a copy. 10 The new law extended to phonographic recordings, and record companies were able to record and distribute performances of popular songs. With artists able to record hit material, the market for the phonograph became vastly more valuable.
While the new copyright law allowed provided the means to record hit vaudeville and Broadway songs, it was ambiguous about the public performance of these recordings. The full details of the legal wrangling that the industry underwent during this period are beyond the scope of this paper but worth noting; 11 they're a textbook example of the "law" of suppression. The incumbent interests, in this case the music publishers, used technological, legal, and social means to suppress the new technologies that had radical potential. 12 In this as in almost every other case, the established music industry has initially ignored the development of disruptive technologies, using copyright at some later point in an attempt at suppression.
By 1921, US record sales reached a peak of $106 million. This remained the most profitable year for the recording industry until 1945.
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BIG RADIO (1920-1945)
The boom years of the phonograph and the influx of new players in the market led to a period of overproduction between 1921 and 1925. A glut of inventory would, in part, serve to hamstring the profitability industry during the first part of the 1920s. 14 However, technological innovation would prove a greater threat to the sale of recorded music than overproduction. The new medium was By 1922, 576 broadcast licenses were granted and there were some half a million sets in use. 18 Many of these stations were playing pre-recorded versions of popular songs from phonographs.
This on air performance of recorded music was seen as a threat by ASCAP and the Tin Pan Alley publishing interests and they began to take legal action against radio. ASCAP and the publishers formed the two incumbent rights holding entities from the age of sheet music and as such, had the support of existent intellectual property law behind their claims on the performance and reproduction usage of music. Although recording media had been around for a few decades, the law still had no provision for music broadcasting of any sort. Without the legal right to play most music, 21 Using AT&Ts network, stations were built which could share programing and provide a collective listening experience across great geographical distances. In 1928, 69 NBC affiliates could be heard in 80% of the 9.6 million American homes with receivers. This generated massive advertising revenues, and NBC was able to produce and license programming out of the reach of the recorded music business. Pre-recorded radio content became the exception in an era of big studio bands and orchestras and top-tier talent on the radio networks. Having less access to radio for promotion set the recording industry into a spiral; it reached its nadir in 1933, when the depth of the depression made the economics of radio undeniable. That year the phonograph industry had only $6 million dollars in sales, just a fraction of the $106 million it had seen in 1921. 22 Radio would continue to be the dominant medium for music for some time through the 1930′s and 1940′s until the right combination of technological, social, and legal factors would collude to return recorded music to viability.
THE RESURGENCE OF RECORDED MUSIC (1950-1969)
While music sales steadily regained ground through the 1930s and 1940s, they still remained below their 1921 peak. During this period the major broadcasting entities used their massive advertising revenues to gobble up the major producers of phonographs, providing a vertical marketing and distribution chain. CBS bought Columbia and RCA bought Victor, leaving two major producers. As a result, the initial order was turned on its head: recorded music sales were driven by popular music featured in films and in live performances as opposed to radio playing recorded versions of hit in-house formats, they relied on the same underlying technology and were able to coexist in the market. In the period between 1945 and 1950, the number of home record players doubled to 25 million with over half able to play phonographs of all three speeds. 24 The availability of magnetic tape as a recording medium was another factor. Magnetic tape entered the US market after the Second World War; the technology was developed in Nazi Germany and appropriated by the victors. Tape was significantly less expensive and more forgiving than the previous production technologies, which had remained basically unchanged since 1890. 25 Magnetic tape would also lead to multi-track recording which provided creative opportunities beyond live performance. The broad availability of tape as a recording medium allowed caused new studios to spring up, and the ease of transport of vinyl records allowed these new labels to forgo the existent distribution infrastructure, with ambitious independent record distributors even driving from city to city selling records out the trunks of their cars. 26 FM radio was the last technology that would collude in the disruption, although in this case, it was due to the business opportunity it afforded rather than its technological novelty. When the FCC started allocating broadcasting licenses for FM stations in the mid-forties, the large networks were relatively uninterested in entering the market. They had significant investments in AM transmission and were primarily interested in FM in relation to their development of television networks, in which they were investing massively. Because of this, local radio stations were able to pick up FM broadcasting licenses fairly easily. The majors began to scale back their expensive live radio shows to invest in television, and the local stations, who could never afford live shows to begin with, played pre-recorded music from the onset, and the broadcast industry began to rely on pre-recorded music. 27 In the case of the local FM stations, they often played the records of local independent labels, who recognized the promotional potential afforded by radio play and provided them for free.
The combination of lowered barriers to entry and new promotion channels radically restructured the music industry. In 1948, the four major record labels-CBS-Columbia, RCA-Victor, Decca, and Capitol
Records-released 81% of all top ten hits. By 1959, their share of top ten hits had declined to just 34%. 28 While the majors had hung onto the studio swing bands that had brought them success in the 1940s, the broadened market provided an opportunity for more adaptive independent labels to innovate culturally; most of the hits of the early R&B and rock and roll were released by independent labels. The recorded music industry exploded, going from a $224 million industry in 1954 to a $603 million industry in 1959. 29 This intense growth set the stage for the next phase of consolidation.
CONSOLIDATION AND CONTROL (1970-1999)
The success of the 1950s ignited a series of mergers and a rush of venture capital during the 1960s.
Industry growth continued and by the end of the decade, music became a nearly $1.6 billion dollar market in the United States. 30 This was, however, just the beginning of nearly forty years of industry consolidation. During that time, the disparate hit makers of the 1950s were rolled up and built into giant multimedia interests which exerted control over marketing, promotion, and distribution channels.
The formation of the Universal Music Group provides an illustrative example. Chess Records, ABC, Decca-U. S., Polydor, Phillips, Mercury, MGM and Decca-U. K. were all separate labels in 1960, each with their own distribution channel. In the mid-sixties, Polydor and Phillips merged to become
PolyGram Records, which in turn was able to absorb Mercury, MGM, and Decca-U. K. by 1980.
Similarly, Motown, Chess and ABC had all merged with Decca U. S. to become MCA Music by 1990.
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In the mid-nineties a merger between these behemoths begat Universal Music Group, a label which held of 37.5% of the entire industry's market share by November, 2000.
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In contrast to 1959, when the majors combined for 34% of all top ten hits, September 2000 saw UMG hold half of the top twenty albums.
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As labels became the dominant players in the business, their relationship with radio was reversed.
Radio playlists increasingly came under the control of labels, serving as the primary promotional tool for driving sales to new records. During the past fifty years, record label influence at radio has come under scrutiny time and time again, with repeated legal action brought against them over elaborate systems of kickbacks and pay-for-play payola scandals. The frequency of these allegations seems to indicate that this legal action has had little effect. 34 The independent FM stations of the fifties slowly but surely were bought by larger media companies and segmented into relatively homogenized formats based around specific market demographics, reducing the diversity of music being broadcast. 35 This era saw the music industry move through several listening technologies, although none of them were particularly disruptive to the established players. The majors maintained their tight control over promotional channels, and adapted their distribution networks to accommodate new physical formats. CD packaging, for example, was adapted to accommodate the sales channel with the introduction of the much maligned "longbox." By matching the height of the compact disc's packaging with that of the LP, the new format could easily be stocked in the same shelving as the latter. 36 One promotional channel worth mentioning that was developed during this period (although it hardly represents a new communications technology) is MTV. The late seventies and early 1980s saw a minor slump in otherwise steady industry growth; the disco bubble had popped and another cultural product had yet to fill the void. When MTV began broadcasting it quickly became apparent that music videos were extremely effective at driving new artist's sales. This was particularly true with charismatic, telegenic artists like Michael Jackson and Madonna, who mastered the music video and became multimedia megastars. MTV quickly leveraged its utility into exclusivity contracts with the major labels, and the majors acquiesced to gain control over the emerging distribution and marketing system. 37 In this way, MTV brought even further industry consolidation; the majors provided free content to the network and, in turn, vertically integrated MTV into their marketing infrastructure, as with radio.
Lastly, it should be noted that during the 1980s, the industry all but killed the single as a sales format.
While singles were still promoted via radio and music video, majors effectively killed the single during the format change to CD-the production costs of a CD Single are nearly identical to the production costs of a full-length disc and the margins are extremely low-which left consumers with little choice but to purchase full length CDs if they wanted to own music from a hit single. In the long run, CDs were cheaper to produce but because of the fidelity improvement were priced higher than LPs. These increased margins, combined with tight control over marketing, promotional, and distribution channels, led the industry to megastars and record profits, culminating in 2000.
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CONCLUSION
The recorded music business has seen several major disruptions during its existence. These disruptions have largely been due to advances in distribution technology, although they have almost always been accompanied by enabled by legal and social conditions. In the examined cases we see several emergent patterns:
New listening mediums are most disruptive when the new technology also is able to undermine existing distribution and listening paradigms: phonographs were a categorically different listening experience than sheet music; radio sidestepped the distribution system of phonographs completely, providing free music on a massive scale; and the combination of vinyl records, new recording technology, and FM radio allowed the independents of the 1950s to build a parallel promotion and distribution system. It is in this context that we will cast our eye in the second part of this essay to the current disruptions in music distribution and attempt to identify how these patterns have played out in the digital age.
Most importantly, we need to identify the unique aspects of our current age; what, if anything, could cause digital distribution to play out differently?
